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We investigate the phenomena of the dynamical chiral symmetry breaking ( DCSB ), color su-
perconductivity ( CSC ), and Bose-Einstein condensation ( BEC ) in a supersymmetric ( SUSY )
vector-like SU(Nc) gauge model at finite temperature and density. Both theN = 1 four-dimensional
and N = 2 three-dimensional cases are considered. We employ the N = 1 four-dimensional gener-
alized SUSY Nambu−Jona-Lasinio model ( N = 1 generalized SNJL4 ) with a chemical potential
as the model Lagrangian. The N = 2 three-dimensional theory is obtained by a simple dimensional
reduction scheme of the four-dimensional counterpart. In order to realize the DCSB and BCS-type
CSC in this model, we introduce a SUSY soft mass term. After adopting the method of SUSY
auxiliary fields with the Fierz transformation in color and flavor spaces, we discuss several possible
breaking schemes of the global symmetries of the model. The integrations of the auxiliary fields
of composites in the effective potential are performed by using the steepest descent approximation.
Under the finite-temperature Matsubara formalism, the gap equations are derived and solved. The
roles of both the boson and fermion sectors in the BEC, DCSB and CSC are examined by the
quasiparticle excitation spectra and the gap equations. The physical properties of the DCSB and
the CSC are studied in detail. Examination on the physical property of the BEC is beyond scope
of this paper. It is found that the BEC, DCSB and CSC can coexist under a condition of model
parameters. Several important observations are obtained in the method of the construction of the
SUSY BCS-type theory, starting from a SUSY field theoretical framework.
PACS numbers: 11.30.Pb, 11.30.Qc, 11.30.Rd, 74.20.Fg
I. INTRODUCTION
Based on the successes of the explanations for experiments of superconductivity, the method of BCS theory (
Bardeen-Cooper-Schrieffer ) [1] has widely influenced in theoretical physics until now. Through the work of Nambu and
Jona-Lasinio ( NJL ), which established the concept of spontaneous symmetry breaking [2], the BCS-NJL mechanism
was applied to particles [3,4,5], nuclei and hadrons [6,7], and condensed matter physics. In this framework, particle
and/or hadron masses are interpreted as results of dynamical chiral symmetry breaking ( DCSB ). Recently, theory
of color superconductivity ( CSC ) in quantum chromodynamics ( QCD ) has been extensively studied [6]. In high-
density QCD, quarks at the Fermi surface have very high momenta, and SU(3c) color gauge coupling becomes weak,
the gauge interactions between quarks could be satisfactorily handled by perturbation theory at ǫF > ΛQCD [6]
( ǫF ; the Fermi energy, ΛQCD; the renormalization-group-invariant infrared energy scale of QCD ): The dominant
interaction between quarks is provided by a one-gluon exchange. Several QCD-motivated NJL-type models are used
as an effective theory of QCD to investigate hadron physics, meson and diquark mass spectra, and CSC until now [6,7].
The theory of CSC motivates us to have interests on several cold dense matters, with promoting developments of
the methods of field theory at finite temperature and density. In such kind of problems, it might be useful for us to
employ both the methods of group-theoretical classifications of possible states ( orderings ), and microscopic theories
of dynamics of elementary fields of systems. Microscopic theories are parametrized by several parameters, and they
might reflect a hierarchical structure of Nature.
Let us assume the existence of supersymmetry ( SUSY ) in the universe. Consequently, all of known elementary
particles have their superpartners. Phenomenologically, if the N = 1 SUSY exists, it is a clear fact that it is
spontaneously broken in the universe. The modern particle theory supposes that the superpartners might have their
masses in the TeV energy region [8], and now it is a target of the LHC experiment. A natural question arises that,
what will happen when a condensed matter has a very high-density and its chemical potential or the Fermi energy (
the characteristic energy scale of a system ) reach at the TeV energy scale. In such a problem, both particle theory
and condensed matter theory should be employed. The purpose of this paper is to examine physics, especially the
DCSB and (color)superconductivity in a SUSY condensed matter with the Fermi energy comparable with masses of
superpartners.
Recently, the investigations of CSC from the viewpoint of the SUSY gauge theories were given in literature [9,10,11].
2Reference [9] discussed the symmetry breaking patterns of the N = 1 SQCD ( supersymmetric QCD ) with a nonzero
chemical potential and a SUSY breaking mass, according as the results of the nonperturbative method of SUSY gauge
theories [12]. An extension of Ref. [9] to N = 2 case was given in Ref. [11]. The authors of these works intended
to classify the possible breaking patterns of the gauge and flavor symmetries of QCD in CSC states, by utilizing the
solutions of SQCD. However, any gauge-symmetry-breaking two-body pairs like diquarks were not treated in their
models. The authors of Ref. [10] proposed a toy model for giving diquark-like condensates. They introduced an
SO(N) gauge interaction between quark superfields stronger than that of SU(3c), and then they argued that the
SO(N) gauge dynamics gives two-body pair condensations in their model. This SO(N) gauge interaction seems
artificial. Compared with these works, our motivation and/or context of this paper are different. In this paper, we
will propose a method for constructing a BCS-NJL-type theory of SU(Nc) DCSB and CSC. We intend to make our
method parallel with the BCS-NJL theory. We will study DCSB and CSC in a SUSY condensed matter system.
For this purpose, an SNJL ( supersymmetric Nambu−Jona-Lasinio )-like model Lagrangian suitable to describe a
DCSB and a CSC is introduced. We consider the situation where we can neglect the SU(Nc) gauge dynamics, and
an attractive interaction is provided from an SNJL-type four-body interaction. Historically, the SNJL model was first
introduced to investigate the phenomenon of DCSB in SUSY field theory [13,14], and an SU(2)×U(1)-gauged SNJL
was applied to the top quark condensation theory of electroweak symmetry breaking in the minimal SUSY Standard
Model [4]. An SU(Nc) SNJL model was used to describe phenomena of phase transitions in the early universe [15].
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, the formalism for our investigation is presented. The SUSY auxiliary
superfields of the composites are introduced. The effective potential and the gap equations for DCSB and CSC will
be obtained by the method of steepest descent approximation. We use the component field formalism, because it
is convenient to introduce the SUSY Nambu notation of superconductivity [16,17,18,19,6], and also suitable for the
method of the steepest descent for our evaluation of the one-loop effective potential. The quasiparticle excitation
energy spectra are examined in Sec. III. Because we treat a model with a finite chemical potential, a Bose-Einstein
condensation ( BEC ) can take place in zero modes of scalar fields [9,16,20]. We will find the condition for the
realization of BEC in our model, and examine the relation between the BEC, DCSB and CSC. Our examination on
the BEC is only kinematically ( by looking at quasiparticle excitation energy spectra ) and a dynamical description
of it is beyond scope of this paper. Section IV is devoted for our study on the DCSB without CSC: We solve
the gap equation for self-consistent chiral mass. Especially the critical coupling of the DCSB is studied. Both the
N = 1 four-dimensional and N = 2 three-dimensional cases are considered. In Sec. V, we examine a CSC of an
SU(3c)×U(2f )L ×U(2f)R model without DCSB through numerical calculations of the gap equation. The summary
of this work, discussions, and issues for further investigations are presented in Sec. VI.
II. FORMALISM
In this section, we show the formalism for our investigation. First, we introduce the following Lagrangian of an
N = 1 SU(Nc)-gauged generalized-SNJL model in four-dimensional spacetime:
L =
∫
d2θ
1 +mg˜θ
2
16kc(gc0)
2
WαWα +
∫
d2θ¯
1 +mg˜θ¯
2
16kc(gc0)
2
W¯α˙W¯
α˙ +
∫
d2θd2θ¯[(1 −∆2θ2θ¯2)K0 +K1],
K0 ≡ Q†eVQ+ Q˜†e−V Q˜,
K1 ≡ G1(Q†eVQ)(Q˜†e−V Q˜) +G2(Q†eVQ)(Q†eVQ) +G3(Q˜†e−V Q˜)(Q˜†e−V Q˜). (1)
Here, Wα ( W¯α˙ ) is a chiral ( antichiral ) gauge field strength. Q ( Q˜ ) is an Nc × Nf -matrix-valued chiral matter
superfield belonging to the fundamental ( antifundamental ) representations of both SU(Nc) and SU(Nf ). The
definitions are given in terms of component fields:
Q = φ(y) +
√
2θψ(y) + θθF (y), Q˜ = φ˜(y) +
√
2θψ˜(y) + θθF˜ (y), yµ = xµ + iθσµθ¯. (2)
The chirality constraint Dα˙Q = Dα˙Q˜ = DαQ
† = DαQ˜
† = 0 ( Dα ≡ ∂/∂θα + iσµαα˙θ¯α˙∂xµ, Dα˙ ≡ −∂/∂θ¯α˙ − iθασµαα˙∂xµ
) is satisfied. Nc ≥ 3 and Nf ≥ 2 with 3Nc > Nf will be considered here. In this paper, we follow the conventions
for metric, gamma matrices, and spinor algebra given in the textbook of Wess and Bagger [21]. K0 + K1 is a
Ka¨hler potential, a real-valued function of the matter fields. K1 includes four-fermion interactions. V ≡ V AλA (
A = 1, · · · , N2c − 1 ) denotes a real vector multiplet. The gauge transformation is defined as follows:
Q→ e−iGQ, Q† → Q†eiG† , Q˜→ eiGQ˜, Q˜† → Q˜†e−iG† ,
eV → e−iG†eV eiG, e−V → eiG†e−V e−iG, V → V + i(G−G†), G ≡
N2c−1∑
A=1
GAλA. (3)
3Similarly, the global flavor rotation will be given by
Q→ e−iΓQ, Q† → Q†eiΓ† , Q˜→ eiΓQ˜, Q˜† → Q˜†e−iΓ† , Γ ≡
N2f−1∑
I=1
ΓIΥI . (4)
The Hermitian generators λA of SU(Nc), and ΥI of SU(Nf) ( I = 1, · · · , N2f − 1 ) are in the fundamental represen-
tations, and satisfy
trλAλB = kcδAB, trΥIΥJ = kf δIJ ,
N2c−1∑
A=1
(λAλA)ij =
N2c − 1
2Nc
δij ,
N2f−1∑
I=1
(ΥIΥI)ij =
N2f − 1
2Nf
δij . (5)
Here, kc and kf are normalization factors taken as kc = kf = 1/2. For the completeness relations, we should also
include both λ0 ≡ 1c/
√
2Nc and Υ0 ≡ 1f/
√
2Nf ( the normalized unit matrices in color and flavor spaces ). Several
Abelian symmetries are determined as follows:
U(1)B : Q→ eiαbQ, Q˜→ e−iαbQ˜, U(1)A : Q→ eiαaQ, Q˜→ eiαaQ˜. (6)
U(1)B is a baryon number symmetry, U(1)A is an axial symmetry. The theory at the classical level has the following
symmetries of unitary groups:
SU(Nc)× SU(Nf )L × SU(Nf )R × U(1)A × U(1)B, (7)
( = SU(Nc)× [SU(Nf)×U(1)]L× [SU(Nf)×U(1)]R ), and the quantum numbers of the matter fields are summarized
as follows:
Q :
(
Nc, Nf , 1, 1, 1
)
, Q˜ :
(
N c, 1, Nf , 1,−1
)
. (8)
A chemical potential µ is introduced by
V → V + 2µθ¯σ0θ ⊗ λ0 ⊗Υ0. (9)
Namely, µ acts as a zeroth-component of vector associated with the conserved charge of U(1)B [9]. With this form,
all of the scalar φ, φ˜ and spinor ψ, ψ˜ fields share the same µ. gc0 is a bare gauge coupling constant defined at a
cutoff energy scale. G1, G2 and G3 are coupling constants, and they have a mass dimension [Mass]
−2. Our model
is non-renormalizable due to K1. In this model, we have introduced a holomorphic soft SUSY breaking mass mg˜ for
gauginos and a non-holomorphic universal soft mass ∆ for squarks [22]. Obviously, these soft masses do not break
the symmetries given in (7). An R-symmetry θ → eiαrθ is explicitly broken by including the gaugino soft mass.
When mg˜ = ∆ = G1 = G2 = G3 = 0, our model becomes SQCD, while QCD will be obtained by mg˜ →∞, ∆→∞,
G1 = G2 = G3 = 0. By complete neglection of gauge fields, model (1) becomes a generalized-SNJL ( the original
version of the SNJL model will be obtained by G2 = G3 = 0 ), and NJL model will be derived by taking ∆ → ∞ (
∆≫ Λ ) in the SNJL. Therefore, our SU(Nc)-gauged SNJL model (1) might have a rich phase structure. The vacua
of SQCD were globally determined [12]: SQCD has D-flat directions and the gauge group is broken partially or totally
along these directions. The origin of the classical moduli space where all of expectation values of squarks vanish, is a
singular point and the gauge group is totally symmetric. In this paper, we consider the following situation: Starting
from the origin of the classical moduli space of SQCD, we turn on the interaction of K1. Our model has different
Ka¨hler metric and Killing potential from that of SQCD. However, the classical moduli space of our model is still the
same with SQCD because they share the same condition for D-flat directions. Now, we take both the soft masses
and chemical potential finite, and then we consider a quantum theory. In the case when the one-loop beta function
coefficient 3Nc − Nf is positive, the SU(Nc) gauge interaction becomes sufficiently weak from both the asymptotic
freedom in a high-momentum region and a screening effect of a finite-density medium, compared with the interactions
arising from K1. We should also mention that the Cooper instability of the Fermi surface occurs with any attractive
interaction. The quantum dynamics of the system is dominated by the attractive interaction of K1, and we restrict
ourselves on the examination of it. This situation might be achieved by a sufficiently large chemical potential µ with
the following hierarchy,
mg˜ ≫ Λ > µ ∼ O(∆) > Λ(S)QCD, (10)
where, Λ is a cutoff for the interactions in K1. Λ(S)QCD should be determined in SQCD with softly broken N = 1
SUSY [22]. Under the condition (10), any intermediate processes of the gaugino field do not contribute in the dynamics
4of our theory. Then the infrared phenomena of the SQCD itself, namely instanton effect, gaugino condensation, etc.,
will be irrelevant. Hence, we do not consider the nonperturbative generation of the Affleck-Dine-Seiberg superpotential
at Nf < Nc in our theory [12]. We skip the question on the origin of the interaction of K1. For example, we could
imagine that the attractive interaction of K1 arised from the one-gluon exchange interaction in SQCD with the
condition (10) ( with the complete neglection of gaugino contributions ), though a serious investigation for it demands
us another work. Because of the nonrenormalization theorem, the chiral symmetry cannot be broken dynamically if
the theory maintains the N = 1 SUSY exactly in the ordinary SNJL model [13,14]. We speculate it is the case in
our N = 1 model, and also in the N = 2 three-dimensional theory obtained by a dimensional reduction. After we
introduced ∆, the realization of the DCSB and CSC through the BCS-NJL mechanism in this model might be possible
through the dynamics governed by K1. Modern particle phenomenology considers ∆ > TeV, and it is interesting for
us to imagine the situation discussed in the introduction of this paper. The first term of K1 might give a dynamically
generated Dirac mass, while a left-handed and a right-handed Majorana masses might be generated by the second
and third terms, respectively. These terms include the factor e±V to show the SU(Nc) gauge invariance of the theory
obviously. The special case G2 = G3 ( the left-right symmetric case ) will be taken to keep the parity symmetry
in our model Lagrangian. In fact, the spin-singlet ( Lorentz-scalar ) BCS pairing gap is given by a parity-invariant
combination of a left-handed and a right-handed Majorana masses [18,19].
After dropping the gauge fields, we apply the Fierz transformation to both the color and flavor spaces:
(Q†Q)(Q˜Q˜†) =
1
kckf
N2c−1∑
A=0
N2f−1∑
I=0
(Q†λAΥIQ˜
†)(Q˜λAΥIQ), (11)
(Q†Q)(QQ†) =
1
kckf
N2c−1∑
B=0
N2f−1∑
J=0
(Q†λBΥJQ
†)(QλBΥJQ), (12)
(Q˜†Q˜)(Q˜Q˜†) =
1
kckf
N2c−1∑
C=0
N2f−1∑
K=0
(Q˜†λCΥKQ˜
†)(Q˜λCΥKQ˜). (13)
For example, the numbers of irreducible representations in the color space are estimated by Nc⊗Nc = 1⊕N2c −1, and
Nc ⊗Nc = 12Nc(Nc − 1)⊕ 12Nc(Nc + 1). Here, 12Nc(Nc − 1) and 12Nc(Nc + 1) give dimensions of antisymmetric and
symmetric representations, respectively. Consequently, our model Lagrangian will take the following form through
the method of SUSY auxiliary fields [4,14,15]:
L =
∫
d2θd2θ¯
[
(1−∆2θ2θ¯2)(Q†e2µθ¯σ0θQ+ Q˜†e−2µθ¯σ0θQ˜)
+
∑
A,I
{kckf
G1
H†(1)AIH(1)AI + δ(θ¯)S(1)AI
(kckf
G1
H(1)AI − Q˜λAΥIQ
)
+ δ(θ)S†(1)AI
(kckf
G1
H†(1)AI −Q†λAΥIQ˜†
)}
+
∑
B,J
{kckf
G2
H†(2)BJH(2)BJ + δ(θ¯)S(2)BJ
(kckf
G2
H(2)BJ −QλBΥJQ
)
+ δ(θ)S†(2)BJ
(kckf
G2
H†(2)BJ −Q†λBΥJQ†
)}
+
∑
C,K
{kckf
G3
H†(3)CKH(3)CK + δ(θ¯)S(3)CK
(kckf
G3
H(3)CK − Q˜λCΥKQ˜
)
+ δ(θ)S†(3)CK
(kckf
G3
H†(3)CK − Q˜†λCΥKQ˜†
)}]
.
(14)
S(1)AI , S(2)BJ and S(3)CK are SUSY Lagrange multipliers to keep the relations:
H(1)AI =
G1
kckf
Q˜λAΥIQ, H(2)BJ =
G2
kckf
QλBΥJQ, H(3)CK =
G3
kckf
Q˜λCΥKQ˜. (15)
In terms of the lowest component of superfields, these relations give φH(1)AI =
G1
kckf
φ˜λAΥIφ, · · · , etc. Hence,
φH(1)AI , · · · , are given as squark pair condensates. On the other hand, the scalars of S(1)AI , · · · do not have such com-
pact expressions they might show their ”compositeness” in terms of components of Q and Q˜. Because the superfields
Q and Q˜ are bosonic, QλBΥJQ and Q˜λCΥKQ˜ have to be totally symmetric by transpositions.
To examine a dynamical breakdown of symmetries in the Lagrangian (14), we have to integrate out the matter
fields Q and Q˜ to obtain a ”low-energy effective action”, the SUSY Ginzburg-Landau ( GL ) functional given in
5terms of the SUSY auxiliary fields, similar to the well-known procedure of the theory of superconductivity. The
Nambu-Goldstone scalars and spinors can be examined by the SUSY GL functional. At zero-temperature and far
below the compositeness energy scale, the SUSY composite auxiliary fields in (14) appear as independent dynamical
degrees of freedom, with having radiatively generated kinetic terms ( precisely, Ka¨hler potentials ) of the Lagrange
multipliers S(1)AI , · · · [4]. While, a finite-temperature effect excites quasiparticles over a BCS energy gap, and they
might feel dissociation of condensation pairs. The method of the nonperturbative holomorphic effective action [12]
could be applied to a SUSY GL functional. ( In this context, the method of the nonperturbative holomorphic effective
action seems to be a kind of group-theoretical classification of the GL theory in superconductivity. ) Several possible
solutions of it might be classified by this method, however, this way will give a complicated situation as we have
mentioned in the introduction [10]. In this paper, we use the method of steepest descent, a kind of the Hartree-Fock
mean field theory, for the integrations of the auxiliary fields of composites. In fact, at least in condensed matter physics
of four-dimensional spacetime, the mean field approximation such as the BCS treatment provides a nice description
for superconductivity. The success of the BCS method is one of the bases of the investigations of the theory of CSC.
We consider it is also the case in our theory in four dimensional spacetime. In three-dimensional case, a mean field
description for a phase transition becomes bad because of the existence of strong quantum fluctuations, and usually
a Kosterlitz-Thouless type transition occurs [23]. However, a treatment of the BCS mean field level will be a starting
point of further investigations on superconductivity in three dimensions. Expanding the Lagrangian (14) in terms of
the component fields, eliminating the auxiliary fields of chiral multiplets through their Euler equations, and keeping
only the relevant terms in the steepest descent approximation, we get
L = −kckf
(∑
A,I
|φS(1)AI |2
G1
+
∑
B,J
|φS(2)BJ |2
G2
+
∑
C,K
|φS(3)CK |2
G3
)
−(∂ν − iµδν0)φ†(∂ν + iµδν0)φ− (∂ν + iµδν0)φ˜†(∂ν − iµδν0)φ˜
−φ†(∆2 +MB1 )φ − φ˜†(∆2 +MB1 )φ˜+ φ†MB2 φ˜+ φ˜†MB†2 φ
−iψ¯σ¯ν(∂ν − iµδν0)ψ − i ¯˜ψσ¯ν(∂ν + iµδν0)ψ˜
+ψ˜MF1 ψ + ψ¯M
F†
1
¯˜ψ + ψMF2 ψ + ψ¯M
F†
2 ψ¯ + ψ˜M
F
3 ψ˜ +
¯˜ψMF†3
¯˜ψ. (16)
φS(1)AI , φS(2)BJ and φS(3)CK denote the scalar components of the Lagrange multiplier multiplets. We also assumed
that, all of scalars of the SUSY auxiliary fields are independent on spacetime coordinates while all of the spinor
components of them are zero. The mass matrices are defined as follows: For scalar fields,
MB1 ≡ |
∑
A,I
φS(1)AIλAΥI |2 + 4|
∑
B,J
φS(2)BJλBΥJ |2,
MB2 ≡ −2
(∑
A,I
φS(1)AIλAΥI
)(∑
B,J
φ†S(2)BJλBΥJ
)
− 2
(∑
C,K
φS(3)CKλCΥK
)(∑
A,I
φ†S(1)AIλAΥI
)
,
(17)
and for spinor fields,
MF1 ≡
∑
A,I
φS(1)AIλAΥI , M
F
2 ≡
∑
B,J
φS(2)BJλBΥJ , M
F
3 ≡
∑
C,K
φS(3)CKλCΥK . (18)
The matrices ψMF2 ψ and ψ˜M
F
3 ψ˜ have to be totally antisymmetric under the exchange of spinor, color and flavor
indices because of the Pauli principle. This gives us some restrictions on the choices of the symmetries of the SUSY
6composite auxiliary fields. Now, one finds the partition function as follows:
Z =
∫
DφDφ†Dφ˜Dφ˜†DΨDΨ¯
∏
A,I
DφS(1)AIDφ†S(1)AI
∏
B,J
DφS(2)BJDφ†S(2)BJ
∏
C,K
DφS(3)CKDφ†S(3)CK
× exp
[
i
∫
d4x
{
−kckf
(∑
A,I
|φS(1)AI |2
G1
+
∑
B,J
|φS(2)BJ |2
G2
+
∑
C,K
|φS(3)CK |2
G3
)
+Π†ΩB(pν)Π +
1
2
Ξ¯ΩF (pν)Ξ
}]
=
∫ ∏
A,I
DφS(1)AIDφ†S(1)AI
∏
B,J
DφS(2)BJDφ†S(2)BJ
∏
C,K
DφS(3)CKDφ†S(3)CK
× exp
[
i
∫
d4x
{
−kckf (
∑
A,I
|φS(1)AI |2
G1
+
∑
B,J
|φS(2)BJ |2
G2
+
∑
C,K
|φS(3)CK |2
G3
)
}
−VBEC + 2i lnDetΩB − i lnDetΩF
]
, (19)
VBEC ≡ −(Πc)†ΩB(pν = 0)Πc = φ†(µ2 +MB1 +∆2)φ+ φ˜†(µ2 +MB1 +∆2)φ˜− φ†MB2 φ˜− φ˜†MB†2 φ. (20)
Here, we have used the following definitions of the fields:
Π ≡
(
φ
φ˜
)
= Πc +Πpν 6=0(x), Ψ ≡
(
ψ
¯˜
ψ
)
, Ξ ≡
(
Ψ
Ψ¯T
)
, Ξ¯ ≡ (Ψ¯,ΨT ). (21)
In the expression given above, the condensate Πc is separated from Π for taking into account the possible BEC in scalar
fields. Πc does not depend on spacetime coordinates. Πc 6= 0 when the BEC takes place, otherwise Πc = 0. VBEC
has no quartic term of Πc, and describes the BEC instability of a vacuum. Ψ takes the form of the four-component
Dirac bispinor in the spinor space. Ξ and Ξ¯ are the Nambu notations [16,17,18], they have 8×Nc ×Nf components.
Ψ itself belongs to the fundamental representations of both SU(Nc) and SU(Nf )L+R. The definitions of the matrices
ΩB and ΩF are given as follows:
ΩB(pν) ≡
(
(∂ν + iµδν0)(∂
ν + iµδν0)−MB1 −∆2 MB2
MB†2 (∂ν − iµδν0)(∂ν − iµδν0)−MB1 −∆2
)
, (22)
ΩF (pν) ≡
(
i/∂ + γ0µ−MF1 1+iγ52 −MF†1 1−iγ52 −MF3 C(1 + iγ5)−MF†2 C(1− iγ5)
−MF2 C(1 + iγ5)−MF†3 C(1− iγ5) i/∂T − γ0Tµ+MF1 1+iγ52 +MF†1 1−iγ52
)
, (23)
where, γ5 ≡ γ0γ1γ2γ3, and C ≡ iγ2γ0 is the charge conjugation matrix. If we take only λ0 and Υ0 in all of the
expansions of the Fierz transformations (11)-(13), we obtain the equivalent result with the U(1)-gauge case given in
Ref. [16]. The numbers of eigenvalues of ΩB and ΩF become 4×Nc ×Nf and 8×Nc ×Nf , respectively.
Next, we have to consider several possible breaking schemes for the global SU(Nc) × SU(Nf )L × SU(Nf)R ×
U(1)A × U(1)B-symmetries of our theory. In the relativistic theory of superconductivity, usually we take the parity-
invariant Lorentz-scalar symmetry for the spin singlet BCS pairing state [6,16,18,19]. In the case of QCD, scalar will
be preferred than pseudoscalar due to the U(1)A-breaking instanton effect. Our model is not the same with QCD,
though we will choose the gap as an antisymmetric function in spinor space with keeping the parity invariance. In
order to take the symmetries of both the Dirac mass and the BCS pairing gap in ΩF as scalar, we choose
MF†1 =M
F
1 , M
F†
2 = −MF3 . (24)
The gap function ofMF†2 6= −MF3 corresponds to a linear combination of the scalar and pseudoscalar Cooper pairings.
We will drop the pseudoscalar by the constraintMF†2 = −MF3 . In the theory of SU(3c) CSC, the symmetry of pairing
gap of quarks will be determined from the consideration on the attractive channel of one-gluon exchange and the
Pauli principle [6]. Because we choose superconducting order parameters as antisymmetric ( i.e., a Lorentz scalar )
in spinor indices, there are two possible cases: (a) symmetric in both color and flavor indices, (b) antisymmetric in
both color and flavor indices. The attractive channel of SU(3c) is given in the antisymmetric 3¯ representation of the
decomposition 3⊗ 3 = 3¯⊕ 6. For example, in the case of SU(3c)× SU(2f)L × SU(2f)R, the symmetry of a Cooper
pair is expressed as [6]
〈qTai(Cγ5)qbj〉 ∼ ǫijǫabc. (25)
7Here, q is a Dirac bispinor of quark field. The quark pair is completely antisymmetric with respect to spinor, color
( a, b, c ) and flavor ( i, j ) indices. The index c is taken arbitrarily in color space. The color symmetry is broken as
SU(3c) → SU(2c) × U(1)λ8 . At Nf = 3, an order parameter of so-called color-flavor locked phase, where color and
flavor degrees of freedom are coupled together, is energetically favorable:
〈qTai(Cγ5)qbj〉 ∼
Nc∑
I=1
Nf∑
J=1
cIJ ǫijIǫabJ . (26)
Here, cIJ is determined variationally. Such a color-flavor locked phase are generally favorable at Nf ≥ 3 in SU(3c)
QCD [24].
To derive the gap equations, we consider the breaking scheme of the special case SU(3c) × SU(2f )L × SU(2f)R,
the most established breaking scheme in theory of SU(3c) CSC. Because the chiral group SU(2f)L × SU(2f)R is
unbroken by the CSC itself, we can treat the DCSB and the CSC separately, and it greatly reduces the effort for our
numerical calculations of gap equations. We take only
λA = λ0, λB = λC = λ3, ΥI = Υ0, ΥB = ΥC =
σ2
2
(27)
( the index c in Eq. (25) is taken to the third direction in color space ) in Eq.(19), and include one SU(3c)-singlet
meson. Now, the Nambu notation Ξ has 8× 3× 2 = 48 components. Hereafter, we use φ1 ≡ φS(1)00 and φ2 ≡ φS(2)30 .
The boson and fermion determinants in Eq. (19) will be evaluated in the following forms:
detΩB =
[
(p0 − EB+ (p))(p0 + EB+ (p))(p0 − EB− (p))(p0 + EB− (p))
]2Nf
×[(p0 − EB+ (p))(p0 + EB+ (p))(p0 − EB− (p))(p0 + EB− (p))](Nc−2)Nf , (28)
detΩF =
[
(p0 − EF+ (p))(p0 + EF+ (p))(p0 − EF−(p))(p0 + EF−(p))
]4Nf
×[(p0 − EF+ (p))(p0 + EF+ (p))(p0 − EF− (p))(p0 + EF− (p))]2(Nc−2)Nf . (29)
All of the eigenvalues of ΩF have two-fold degeneracies in spinor space, and these degeneracies relate to the time-
reversal invariance of the BCS gap function [18]. The bosonic and fermionic quasiparticle energy spectra are evaluated
to be,
EB+ (p) ≡
√
p2 + |φ1|2 + 4|φ2|2 +∆2 − µ, (30)
EB− (p) ≡
√
p2 + |φ1|2 + 4|φ2|2 +∆2 + µ, (31)
EB+ (p) ≡
√
p2 + |φ1|2 +∆2 − µ, (32)
EB− (p) ≡
√
p2 + |φ1|2 +∆2 + µ, (33)
EF+(p) ≡
√
(
√
p2 + |φ1|2 − µ)2 + 4|φ2|2, (34)
EF−(p) ≡
√
(
√
p2 + |φ1|2 + µ)2 + 4|φ2|2, (35)
EF+ (p) ≡
√
p2 + |φ1|2 − µ, (36)
EF− (p) ≡
√
p2 + |φ1|2 + µ. (37)
From the forms of these spectra, we confirm |φ1| is a dynamically generated Dirac mass, while 2|φ2| corresponds to a
BCS gap function. The quasiparticles of the branches EB± , EF± do not participate the BCS-type superconductivity.
As we have mentioned above, we will consider the case G2 = G3. The effective action under the steepest descent
approximation becomes
Seff =
∫
d4x
[
−VBEC − |φ1|
2
4G1
− |φ2|
2
2G2
]
+ 2i lnDetΩB − i lnDetΩF , (38)
1
2
VBEC = (E
B
+ (p = 0))
2
2Nf∑
i=1
|φci |2 + (EB− (p = 0))2
2Nf∑
j=1
|φcj |2
+(EB+ (p = 0))2
(Nc−2)Nf∑
k=1
|φck|2 + (EB− (p = 0))2
(Nc−2)Nf∑
l=1
|φcl |2, (39)
Πc =
(
φci , φ
c
j , φ
c
k, φ
c
j
)T
. (40)
8Here, Πc has been divided according to the breaking scheme in the color space. From the form of VBEC , we recognize
the following fact: When one of the excitation energy spectra of scalar fields has a zero at p = 0, the BEC takes
place and at least one of components of Πc obtains a finite vacuum expectation value. Now, we introduce the
finite-temperature Matsubara formalism [20] obtained by the following substitutions in our theory:∫
dp0
2πi
→
∑
n
1
β
, p0 → iωBn , iωFn , (41)
where β ≡ 1/kBT ( kB; the Boltzmann constant, T ; temperature ). We take kB = 1 throughout this paper. ωBn and
ωFn are boson and fermion discrete frequencies, respectively. Their definitions are ω
B
n ≡ 2nπ/β and ωFn ≡ (2n+1)π/β
( n = 0,±1,±2, · · · ). The effective potential ( thermodynamic potential ) becomes
Veff (φ1, φ2) = VBEC +
|φ1|2
4G1
+
|φ2|2
2G2
+
∑
n
1
β
∫ Λ d3p
(2π)3
ln detΩF − 2
∑
n
1
β
∫ Λ d3p
(2π)3
ln detΩB
= VBEC +
|φ1|2
4G1
+
|φ2|2
2G2
+
∫ Λ d3p
(2π)3
×
(
2Nf(E
B
+ (p) + E
B
− (p)− EF+ (p)− EF−(p)) + (Nc − 2)Nf (EB+ (p) + EB− (p)− EF+ (p)− EF− (p))
−4Nf
β
ln(1 + e−βE
F
+(p))(1 + e−βE
F
−(p)) +
4Nf
β
ln(1− e−βEB+ (p))(1 − e−βEB−(p))
−2(Nc − 2)Nf
β
ln(1 + e−βE
F
+ (p))(1 + e−βE
F
−(p)) +
2(Nc − 2)Nf
β
ln(1 − e−βEB+ (p))(1− e−βEB− (p))
)
. (42)
To obtain the final expression in Eq. (42), the frequency summations were performed. A three-dimensional momentum
cutoff Λ was introduced to regularize the integral. The gap equations are derived in the following forms:
0 =
∂Veff
∂|φ1| =
∂VBEC
∂|φ1| +
|φ1|
2G1
− 2Nf |φ1|
∫ Λ d3p
(2π)3
×
[(
1− µ√
p2 + |φ1|2
) 1
EF+
tanh
β
2
EF+ +
(
1 +
µ√
p2 + |φ1|2
) 1
EF−
tanh
β
2
EF−
− 1√
p2 + |φ1|2 + 4|φ2|2 +∆2
(
coth
β
2
EB+ + coth
β
2
EB−
)]
,
−(Nc − 2)Nf |φ1|
∫ Λ d3p
(2π)3
[
1√
p2 + |φ1|2
(
tanh
β
2
EF+ + tanh
β
2
EF−
)
− 1√
p2 + |φ1|2 +∆2
(
coth
β
2
EB+ + coth
β
2
EB−
)]
, (43)
and,
0 =
∂Veff
∂|φ2| =
∂VBEC
∂|φ2| +
|φ2|
G2
− 8Nf |φ2|
∫ Λ d3p
(2π)3
[
1
EF+
tanh
β
2
EF+ +
1
EF−
tanh
β
2
EF−
− 1√
p2 + |φ1|2 + 4|φ2|2 +∆2
(
coth
β
2
EB+ + coth
β
2
EB−
)]
. (44)
At first glance, both of these gap equations might have quadratic divergences, and the nature of the divergences might
be influenced by ∆. These gap equations correctly give their limiting cases at ∆→ ∞. For example, Eq. (44) gives
the gap equation of the non-SUSY CSC [6,18,19] at ∆ → ∞. Equations (43) and (44) can have nontrivial solutions
9at least at G1, G2 > 0 ( attractive interactions ). The baryon density ̺B, the conjugate of µ, is found to be
̺B = −∂Veff
∂µ
= −∂VBEC
∂µ
+ 2Nf
∫
d3p
(2π)3
(
µ−√p2 + |φ1|2
EF+
tanh
β
2
EF+ +
µ+
√
p2 + |φ1|2
EF−
tanh
β
2
EF−
+coth
β
2
EB+ − coth
β
2
EB−
)
+(Nc − 2)Nf
∫
d3p
(2π)3
(
− tanh β
2
EF+ + tanh
β
2
EF− + coth
β
2
EB+ − coth
β
2
EB−
)
. (45)
In the zero-temperature case with |φ2| = 0 and Πc = 0, one has
̺B = 2NcNf
∫
d3p
(2π)3
θ(µ−
√
p2 + |φ1|2) = NcNf p
3
F
3π2
, (46)
where, θ(x) is the step function defined as follows: θ(x) = 1 for x > 0 and θ(x) = 0 for x < 0. pF is the Fermi
momentum. µ coincides with the Fermi energy
√
p2F + |φ1|2 at T = 0, and it is determined by the baryon density of
fermion. Later, we solve Eq. (44) numerically. We completely neglect the temperature dependence of µ, and use it
as an external parameter for our numerical calculations.
III. QUASIPARTICLE EXCITATION ENERGY SPECTRA
We will solve the gap equations (43) and (44) to study DCSB and CSC without BEC, in Sec. IV and Sec. V. Before
that, we examine the quasiparticle excitation energy spectra (30)-(37). Because we consider the case µ 6= 0, we have
to examine the possibility of BEC ( the condition for BEC ) of the scalar sector in our model. Depending on numerical
values of the model parameters and gap functions, these excitation branches EB+ and EB+ can have zero-points. In such
a situation, the logarithmic functions ln(1− e−βEB+ ) and/or ln(1− e−βEB+ ) in Veff diverge, and the BEC takes place.
In this paper, we will not study the physical property of the BEC phase in our model, and only examine the phase
boundary in the model-parameter space. This can be done by the examination of the quasiparticle energy spectra,
with neglecting the temperature dependence of µ.
First, we examine the quasiparticle energy spectra (30)-(37) in several limiting cases. The zero-density case at
µ = 0, the energy spectra becomes
EB+ (p) = E
B
− (p) =
√
p2 + |φ1|2 + 4|φ2|2 +∆2, (47)
EF+(p) = E
F
−(p) =
√
p2 + |φ1|2 + 4|φ2|2, (48)
EB+ (p) = EB− (p) =
√
p2 + |φ1|2 +∆2, (49)
EF+ (p) = EF− (p) =
√
p2 + |φ1|2. (50)
On the other hand, when |φ2| = 0, one finds the spectra of the case of the DCSB at finite density:
EB± (p) = EB± (p) =
√
p2 + |φ1|2 +∆2 ∓ µ, (51)
EF±(p) = EF± (p) =
√
p2 + |φ1|2 ∓ µ. (52)
In the case only a CSC gap is generated, |φ1| = 0, the spectra become:
EB± (p) =
√
p2 + 4|φ2|2 +∆2 ∓ µ, (53)
EF±(p) =
√
(|p| ∓ µ)2 + 4|φ2|2, (54)
EB± (p) =
√
p2 +∆2 ∓ µ, (55)
EF± (p) = |p| ∓ µ. (56)
In Eqs. (51), (53) and (55), EB+ (p) and EB+ (p) can be negative at µ 6= 0. Because of the positiveness of the Bose
distribution functions 1/(eβE
B
+ − 1) and 1/(eβEB+ − 1), and µ corresponds to the Fermi energy of the system at zero
temperature,
|φ1| ≤ µ ≤
√
|φ1|2 +∆2 (57)
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has to be satisfied in the case of Eqs. (51) and (52). By using µ =
√
p2F + |φ1|2, (57) will be rewritten as the condition
of the external parameters pF and ∆:
0 ≤ pF ≤ ∆. (58)
Thus, ∆ is the upperbound for pF in the SUSY theory. Similarly, for Eqs. (53)-(56),
0 ≤ µ = pF ≤ ∆ (59)
has to be satisfied.
In Fig. 1, we show a typical case of the excitation energy spectra of boson EB± (p) and fermion E
F
±(p) quasiparticles
under the CSC state with a non-vanishing chiral mass |φ1|. EF+(p) has a minimum at pF =
√
µ2 − |φ1|2 where the
excitation energy gap 4|φ2| locates. The appearances of the branches EB± (p) and EB± (p) are the new phenomenon of
our SUSY theory compared with the non-SUSY relativistic BCS (color)superconductivity [6,18,19]. All of the spectra
become parallel with the light cone at |p| → ∞. In this figure, the Bose branches EB+ and EB+ have energy gaps at
|p| = 0:
EB+ (p = 0) =
√
|φ1|2 + 4|φ2|2 +∆2 − µ, (60)
EB+ (p = 0) =
√
|φ1|2 +∆2 − µ. (61)
Note that both EB+ (p) and EB+ (p) depend on p2 as monotonically incleasing functions, and
EB+ (p) ≥ EB+ (p) ≥ 0 (62)
is always satisfied ( EB+ (p) < 0 is unphysical ). Thus, the BEC never take place in the branch EB+ at |φ2| 6= 0, and
the condition of BEC will be defined by EB+ (p = 0) = 0. From this equation, we find
∆ =
√
µ2 − |φ1|2 (63)
as the condition of the BEC. Under this condition, EB+ (p) ( = EB+ (p) when |φ2| = 0 ) behaves at |p| → 0 as
EB+ (p) ≈
p
2
2
√
(∆BECcr )
2 + |φ1|2
. (64)
Namely, there is no energy gap of the branch EB+ under the condition (63). We conclude that, the BEC can take
place at ∆ =
√
µ2 − |φ1|2, and the BEC can coexist with the DCSB and the CSC. Always 0 ≤ pF ≤ ∆ has to be
satisfied. We should mention that, these results on the relations between the BEC, DCSB and CSC depend on the
breaking scheme of the gauge and flavor symmetries. The results given above are for the breaking scheme of the
SU(3c)× U(2f)L × U(2f)R case discussed in the previous section.
IV. DYNAMICAL CHIRAL SYMMETRY BREAKING
In this section, we study DCSB without CSC ( |φ1| ≥ 0, |φ2| = 0 ) and BEC.
A. N = 1, four-dimensional case
First, we consider the N = 1 case. At T = 0 and |φ2| = 0, the gap equation (43) becomes
1 =
2G1NcNf
π2
∫ Λ
0
p2dp
( θ(p− pF )√
p2 + |φ1|2
− 1√
p2 + |φ1|2 +∆2
)
=
G1NcNf
π2
(
Λ
√
Λ2 + |φ1|2 − |φ1|2 ln Λ +
√
Λ2 + |φ1|2
|φ1|
−Λ
√
Λ2 + |φ1|2 +∆2 + (|φ1|2 +∆2) ln Λ +
√
Λ2 + |φ1|2 +∆2√|φ1|2 +∆2
−pF
√
p2F + |φ1|2 + |φ1|2 ln
pF +
√
p2F + |φ1|2
|φ1|
)
. (65)
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This equation is the same with the U(1) case except the difference of the coefficient of G1 [16]. At ∆ → 0, the
right-hand side becomes negative, thus there is no nontrivial solution. With taking the limit ∆→∞, Eq. (65) gives
the gap equation of the DCSB of the non-SUSY NJL model at finite density [7], while at pF = 0 it will give the gap
equation of the zero-density case of the SNJL model [4,15]. To see the relation of several possible phases in the space
of parameters G1NcNfΛ
2, ∆/Λ and pF /Λ, we examine of the critical coupling for the DCSB. The determination
equation for the critical coupling (G1)cr is obtained as follows:
(G1)crNcNfΛ
2 =
π2
1−
√
1 + ∆
2
Λ2 +
∆2
Λ2 ln
1+
√
1+∆2/Λ2
∆/Λ −
p2
F
Λ2
. (66)
Figure 2 shows (G1)crNcNfΛ
2 as a function of ∆/Λ. (G1)crNcNfΛ
2 of the non-SUSY case is obtained by
lim∆/Λ→∞(G1)crNcNfΛ
2 = π2/(1 − p2F /Λ2). The denominator of Eq. (66) includes the finite-density effect on
(G1)cr. (G1)cr of pF 6= 0 is larger than that of pF = 0. The divergence of (G1)crNcNfΛ2 at a non-zero value of ∆/Λ
( depends on a numerical value of pF ) indicates the existence of the critical soft mass ∆
DCSB
cr for the DCSB of this
model [14]. From (58), µ = pF < ∆ has to be satisfied in Fig. 2: When pF = ∆, the BEC takes place at the mode of
p = 0.
B. N = 2, three-dimensional case
In N = 1 SQED4 ( four-dimensional supersymmetric quantum electrodynamics ), it was concluded that the dynam-
ical mass generation never occurs by solving the Schwinger-Dyson equation, while it can take place with introducing a
SUSY-breaking soft mass [25]. The similar situation happens in N = 2 SQED3 ( three-dimensional SQED ) obtained
by a dimensional reduction of SQED4. In QED3, there are two-component fermion model and four-component fermion
model [26]. The N = 2 SQED3 obtained by a dimensional reduction of N = 1 SQED4 is the SUSY counterpart of
the four-component-spinor version of QED3 [27,28,29]. In this paper, we follow the method of Ref. [28], and assume
all of the quantum fields do not depend on one space-direction. The dimensional reduction is done by the following
substitution in our gap equations (43) and (44): ∫
dp3
2π
→ 1
rc
, (67)
or, equivalently 1pi
∫
p2dp→ 1rc
∫
pdp. Here, we compactify the third direction ( rc; compactification scale ). Now, the
gap equation (43) at T = 0 and |φ2| = 0 becomes
1 =
2G1NcNf
πrc
∫ Λ
0
pdp
( θ(p− pF )√
p2 + |φ1|2
− 1√
p2 + |φ1|2 +∆2
)
=
2G1NcNf
πrc
(√
Λ2 + |φ1|2 −
√
p2F + |φ1|2 −
√
Λ2 + |φ1|2 +∆2 +
√
|φ1|2 +∆2
)
. (68)
Here, Λ is a two-dimensional momentum cutoff. At ∆ → 0, there is no nontrivial solution similar to the case of the
N = 1 four-dimensional theory. The critical coupling will be determined by
(G1)crNcNfΛ
rc
=
π/2
1−
√
1 + ∆
2
Λ2 +
∆
Λ − pFΛ
. (69)
Again, we find that the finite-density effect suppresses the DCSB similar to the N = 1 four-dimensional case. The
non-SUSY case is obtained by lim∆/Λ→∞(G1)crNcNfΛ/rc = (π/2)/(1− pF /Λ). (G1)crNcNfΛ/rc diverges at ∆→ 0,
pF → 0. Figure 3 shows (G1)crNcNfΛ/rc as a function of ∆/Λ. In this figure, pF < ∆ has to be satisfied. The
dependence of (G1)crNcNfΛ/rc on ∆/Λ shows qualitatively the same behavior with the N = 1 four-dimensional case.
V. COLOR SUPERCONDUCTIVITY AT Nc = 3, Nf = 2
In this section, we restrict ourselves to study a CSC state of the SU(3c)× U(2f)L × U(2f)R model without DCSB
( |φ1| = 0, |φ2| ≥ 0 ) and BEC. Usually, the superconducting energy gaps are much smaller than µ in various
superconductors. Here, we assume it is also the case in our numerical calculation for solving Eq. (44), and choose
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the model parameters G2, Λ, µ, and ∆ to satisfy 2|φ2|/µ≪ 1. The BCS gap function 2|φ2| is quite sensitive to these
model parameters, we have to carefully choose the numerical values of them ( a kind of fine-tuning ) to get a physically
reasonable solution: For example, a too large G2 easily gives a solution larger than µ, and it should be regarded as
an unphysical one. We also have to take into account pF < ∆ for choosing a numerical value of the soft mass to avoid
the condition for the realization of the BEC, because our theory cannot handle the BEC state as a stable vacuum.
A. N = 1, four-dimensional case
In the N = 1 four-dimensional case, our gap equation (44) is the same with the U(1)-gauge case [16], except the
coefficient of the coupling G2. In Eq. (44), the coefficient 2Nf ( coming from the breaking scheme which depends on
Nc and Nf ) is absorbed in G2, and the numerical results are qualitatively equivalent with that of U(1) case: The
numbers of Nc and Nf have no specific meaning in our gap equation of CSC.
Figure 4(a) shows the gap function 2|φ2| of the CSC state at T = 0, as a function of the coupling constant G2.
Equation (44) was solved under the five examples: ∆/Λ = 0.45, 0.8, 2, 10, and the non-SUSY case. The non-SUSY
case, obtained by dropping the contribution coming from the bosonic part in Eq.(44), corresponds to the ordinary
SU(3c)×U(2f)L×U(2f)R CSC. The gap function 2|φ2| of all examples show qualitatively similar dependence on G2,
whether a numerical value of ∆ is larger or smaller than Λ, and they reflect the nonperturbative dependence on G2.
In all of the cases, the effect of SUSY suppresses the magnitude of CSC gap functions. When the soft mass becomes
large, the dependence on G2 becomes strong. The result in Fig. 4(a) also indicates the absence of the critical coupling
of the CSC similar to the ordinary BCS theory [1]: Any attractive interaction gives a superconducting instability also
in the SUSY CSC.
In Fig. 4(b), we show the gap function 2|φ2| at T = 0 as a function of Λ under the energy unit µ = 1. When ∆ takes
a value closed with µ, the divergence of the gap function becomes moderate compared with other examples because
of the effect of SUSY: 2|φ2| diverges almost linearly. When ∆ is large enough, 2|φ2| will diverge almost quadratically
under Λ→∞.
Figure 4(c) gives 2|φ2| as a function of temperature T . The gap function continuously vanishes at T → Tc ( Tc;
the critical temperature ), clearly shows the character of second-order phase transition of the superconductivity. In
all of the examples shown in this figure, the BCS universal constant 2|φ2(T = 0)|/Tc = 1.76 is satisfied [1]. Both
2|φ2(T = 0)| and Tc depend on G2, Λ, µ and ∆, though the ratio of them is independent on these parameters: The
effect of these model parameters are canceled with each other by taking the ratio. In the non-relativistic [1], the
relativistic [19], and the U(1) SUSY [16] BCS theories, any spin-singlet Lorentz-scalar BCS gap function satisfies the
universal constant. We find it is also satisfied in our SU(3c) SUSY CSC theory.
We discuss the thermodynamic property of the SUSY CSC. The definitions of the entropy S and the heat capacity
C are given by
S ≡ −∂Veff
∂T
, C ≡ T ∂S
∂T
. (70)
In our case, Eq. (42) of Veff will be used to obtain S and C. In our model, the quasiparticle excitation branches
will be classified into two classes: (A) EB± , E
F
± , and (B) EB± , EF± . When the BEC does not take place, all of the
branches EB± , E
F
± , EB± and EF− have energy gaps, while only EF+ is gapless. The thermodynamic characters of S
and C are determined by simple sums of the contributions of the ideal gas of quasiparticles of these branches. To
examine the contribution of the branches of (A) in thermodynamics, let us recall the energy spectra shown in Fig.
1. Because the density of states diverges around the energy gap of EF+ [19], thermal excitations of E
F
+ dominate the
contribution of the class (A) in the integrals of S and C, and other branches of (A) give almost no contribution:
Namely, the contributions of both the entropy S and the heat capacity C coming from (A) are determined by the
thermal excitations of the quasiparticles of the branch EF+ . Because the temperature dependence of 2|φ2| is the same
with the well-known BCS result, the contributions of thermal excitations of the branches of (A) for S and C are
suppressed by the factor exp[−2|φ2(T )|/T ]: They will show the same behavior with the usual BCS theory. On the
other hand, the low-temperature thermodynamics in the branches of (B) is determined by the gapless excitation EF+ ,
and it is just the free Fermi gas in our model. Similar to the case of CSC in ordinary QCD, the total thermodynamics
of the system is given by the superposition of the contribution of the quasiparticles of (A) and (B). As a consequence,
we conclude that the thermodynamic character of the SUSY CSC without BEC is the same with the non-SUSY CSC.
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B. N = 2, three-dimensional case
We examine the CSC gap equation (44) with the dimensional reduction (67). Figure 5(a) shows the CSC gap
function 2|φ2| of the N = 2 three-dimensional case at T = 0 as a function of G2/rc. The behavior is almost the same
with N = 1 four-dimensional case: No critical coupling, nonperturbative dependence on G2, and suppression of 2|φ2|
by a non-vanishing ∆.
Figure 5(b) shows 2|φ2| at T = 0 as a function of Λ, with the energy unit µ = 1. In the case of ∆/µ = 1.125, the
divergence of 2|φ2| is quite slow ( almost logarithmically ), while 2|φ2| linearly diverges in the ∆/µ = 5 case. The
non-SUSY case diverges almost quadratically at Λ→∞. These differences of the order ( quadratic, linear, logarithmic
) of the divergence of 2|φ2| in several examples are determined by both the dimensions of space and a numerical value
of ∆/µ.
In Fig. 5(c), we show 2|φ2| as a function of T . The result is qualitatively similar with Fig. 4(c): 2|φ2| continuously
vanishes at T → Tc, and the ratio 2|φ2(T = 0)|/Tc = 1.76 is always satisfied. In fact, this ratio is always satisfied in
the three-dimensional non-SUSY BCS theory [30]. We find it is also the case in the N = 2 three-dimensional SUSY
BCS CSC theory.
VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In summary, we have discussed the BEC, DCSB and CSC in the SU(Nc)×U(Nf)L×U(Nf)R-invariant generalized
SNJL model at finite temperature and density. The condition for the realization of the BEC has been examined
especially in the example of the SU(3c)×U(2f )L×U(2f )R case. The gap equations for the DCSB and the CSC have
been derived, and have been solved for both the N = 1 four-dimensional and the N = 2 three-dimensional cases. We
have found the finite-density effect in the critical coupling of the DCSB in both cases. The effects of the bosonic part
of the gap equation (44) in the SUSY BCS-type CSC theory have been reviewed in detail. In the CSC, the SUSY
effects in the gap function 2|φ2| become significant when ∆ takes a numerically closed value to µ. Similar to the U(1)
gauge case of Ref. [16], the CSC shows the BCS character even when µ is close to ∆: There is no critical coupling
in the SUSY CSC, and the BCS universal constant 2|φ2(T = 0)|/Tc = 1.76 is always satisfied both in the N = 1
four-dimensional and the N = 2 three-dimensional cases. We should emphasized that, these results are nontrivial and
indicate the universality of the BCS-NJL mechanism, has nothing to do with the numerical value of µ ( from eV to
TeV ), dimension of spacetime ( 3D or 4D ), SUSY or non-SUSY.
Finally, we would like to make some comments on several issues. It is interesting for us to examine the collective
modes in the DCSB and the CSC of our SUSY case at finite density. The collective modes or the Nambu-Goldstone
modes have been studied in the non-SUSY CSC theory, and an anomalous phenomenon of the Nambu-Goldstone
theorem was found [31]. An interaction between scalars might alter the excitation energy spectra EB± and EB± of the
boson sector, as discussed in the Bogoliubov theory of superfluidity [32]. For the examination of this problem, we
should take into account the quantum fluctuations around a stationary point of Veff in our model.
In this paper, we examined the simplest example of the breaking scheme of SU(3c) CSC. However, from a phe-
nomenological point of view, the results cannot be regarded seriously. Our choice of SU(3c) gauge symmetry does not
have a strong meaning, and should be considered as for a convenience of both the examination of the quasiparticle
excitation energy spectra and the numerical calculations of the CSC gap equation (44). A more detailed examina-
tion of the CSC states under several numbers of Nc and Nf is an important issue [24]. Moreover, our SNJL-type
model does not correspond to a naive supersymmetric extension of the QCD-motivated NJL model usually used as
a low-energy effective theory of QCD. The most important aim of this work is the presentation of a method for an
examination of the BEC, DCSB and CSC in a SUSY condensed matter of a non-Abelian gauge model at finite density
and temperature. In the non-SUSY CSC, the SU(3c) gauge interaction is the origin of the attractive interaction, and
it causes the Cooper instability. Therefore, if one uses an NJL-like model to describe the CSC, the model param-
eters of it should be chosen from the consideration of the running coupling of QCD gauge interaction and hadron
phenomenology. A coupling constant for CSC should take a numerical value of O(GeV−2), while a cutoff will become
O(GeV) [6,7], and they are determined by a numerical value of the chiral condensate given by 〈u¯u〉, 〈d¯d〉 and the
decay constant of pion. At the order of this energy scale of the cutoff, there is no SUSY effect in the CSC in the sense
of the context of this paper. From the energy scale of ∆ ( >TeV ) relevant for particle phenomenology, our theory
is relatively closer to the electroweak theory, especially the top condensation model [3,4] or the technicolor theory [5]
than QCD. As a consequence, it is interesting for us to apply of our theory to several technicolor gauge groups. In
such a case, the situation µ ≥ ΛTC should be considered in our method. The extensions to several gauge groups of
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SUSY grand unified theories ( SGUTs ) are also possible [33,34].
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FIG. 1: The excitation energy spectra of quasiparticles of the branches EB+ (p), E
B
−
(p), EF+(p) and E
F
+(p) under the CSC state
with non-vanishing chiral mass. We choose µ = 2, |φ2| = 0.02, ∆ = 2 and |φ1| = 1.
FIG. 2: The critical coupling (G1)crNcNfΛ
2 of the DCSB in the N = 1 four-dimensional case, shown as a function of ∆/Λ.
FIG. 3: The critical coupling (G1)crNcNfΛ/rc of the DCSB in the N = 2 three-dimensional case, shown as a function of ∆/Λ.
FIG. 4: The CSC gap function 2|φ2| of the N = 1 four-dimensional SU(3c) × U(2f )L × U(2f )R model. (a) At T = 0, shown
as a function of G2. We set µ = 0.4 and Λ = 1. (b) At T = 0, given as a function of Λ. We set µ = 0.4 and G2 = 1. (c) Given
as a function of T . The model parameters are set as µ = 0.4, Λ = 1, G2 = 1.
FIG. 5: The CSC gap function 2|φ2| of the N = 2 three-dimensional SU(3c)× U(2f )L × U(2f )R model. (a) At T = 0, shown
as a function of G2/rc. We set µ = 0.4 and Λ = 1. (b) At T = 0, given as a function of Λ. We set µ = 0.4 and G2/rc = 0.2.
(c) Given as a function of T . The model parameters are set as µ = 0.4, Λ = 1, G2/rc = 0.18.
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Fig.1, CSC-dispersion(c=1,m=2,d=0.02,u=2)
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Fig.2, DCSB-criticalcouplig(4D)
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Fig.3, DCSB-criticalcoupling(3D)
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Fig4(a), CSC-coupling(4D,m=0.4,k=1,t=0)
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Fig4(c), CSC-temperature(4D,m=0.4,k=1,s=1)
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Fig5(a), CSC-coupling(3D,m=0.4,k=1,t=0)
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Fig5(c), CSC-temperature(4D,m=0.4,k=1,s=0.18)
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